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DEMERS TYPE I AMBULANCE
In saving lives, there is no such thing as compromise. There is no “good enough.” You go all out. And so 
do we. Our ambulances meet or exceed North American standards for quality and safety, and come 
loaded with unique and innovative features. Demers is your trusted partner on the road – tested, 
hardworking and ready to roll.

Our Type I Ambulances are built for the long run. More than just an ambulance, our 
Type I vehicles are a top value for your investment, leading the industry for total cost 
of ownership and best resale value. 

Built for both crew comfort and occupant safety, Demers Ambulances 
provide innovative standard features to make your job easier. With 
superior overall design and craftsmanship, Demers Type I vehicles 
combine safety, innovation and quality – all with the goal of 
getting you home safely. 

DEMERS MXP 150
AMBULANCE
Demers MXP 150 Ambulance is equipped with features, all with you, and your 
patients, in mind. Built to handle a wide range of conditions and environments, the 
MXP 150 combines a rugged exterior with top-of-the-line design details, like superior 
insulation and isolation from the harsh elements. From its features to its functionality, 
Demers MXP 150 Ambulance is ready to elevate your patient care experience.  

 \ Spacious front cabin with pass-through window

 \ Spacious compartment (ALS) on front wall with adjustable shelves and lockable 
drawer

 \ More standard features than comparable Type I ambulances

 \ (Optional) Aerodynamic roof design with incorporated full LED warning lights for 
increased intersection visibility 

TYPE I 
ADVANTAGES

More standard features 
than comparable Type I 
ambulances

Exclusive HVAC airflow 
system

“ Demers emphasis on crew and patient safety combined with being able to meet our 
department needs set them apart. The build process was a great collaboration in making an 

outstanding ambulance” - Scott Lawliss, Fire Chief at Plattsburgh Fire Department

REQUEST A DEMO TODAY AT DEMERS-AMBULANCES.COM

“All the standard equipment included on the MXP 
platform has allowed us to build a safe and 
high quality ambulance within our financial 
capacities. The cooperation we had with 
Demers engineering team made for 
the best build process that I’ve 
been part of.”

- David Geiger, EMS Director at 
Covington Fire Department

Numerous customizable 
interior options

High-visibility flush 
mount windows

Fuel savings and 
efficiency

Engineered for extreme 
conditions,
from desert heat to icy roads

Full LED warning light 
packages,
to take on the darkest nights 
and brilliantly light the way

Best-in-class payload 
capacity,
up to 5,500 lbs. (2,268 kg)



DEMERS MXP 170
AMBULANCE
Beyond taking on extreme conditions, Demers MXP 170 Ambulance blends 
versatility with a spacious interior full of exclusive design features. The MXP 170 
comes with many different standard design features, such as LED-lighted cabinets, 
adjustable ALS cabinets, a sliding hidden walk-through door and much more. 

 \ Most available payload in its class

 \ Expanded ALS cabinet with ample storage

 \ Dual HVAC ducted system

 \ Thermoformed and seamless seating

 \ Numerous customizable interior 
layouts

TYPE I SPECS

“Demers sticks out as being the top of the line for safety, construction, and design.”
- Brandon Mitchell, Administrative and Financial Chief for Durham County Paramedics (NC)

For complete vehicle 
information including specs, 

drawings and standard options, 
visit demers-ambulances.com

MXP 150 MXP 170

Overall Length  285” - 291”* 
(724 cm - 739 cm)

294”- 311”* 
(747 cm - 790 cm

Overall Width 95” (241 cm) 95” (241 cm)

Overall Height*   112” (284 cm) 112” (284 cm)

Headroom 72” (183 cm) 72” (183 cm)

Chassis Dodge 4500 
Ford F350/450/550

Dodge 4500/5500 
Ford F450/550

Drive Type 2X4 or 4X4 2X4 or 4X4

Wheelbase 168.5” - 171”* 
(427 cm - 434 cm)

189” - 192”* 
(480 cm -  488 cm)

Payload Capacity Up to 4500 lbs (2041 kg) Up to 5500 lbs. (2495 kg)

*Depending on chassis selection
Total height of vehicle may differ according to chassis and suspension

ECOSMART    FEATURES
ECONOMICALLY AND ECOLOGICALLY SMART

Demers ECOSmart Technologies reduce costs, fuel consumption and 
impact on the environment.

Aerodynamic Roof Design, Up to 8% savings in fuel costs
Every Demers Ambulance can be equipped with the signature aerodynamic roof design 
with incorporated LED warning lights for enhanced safety and durability, saving you fuel 
costs. 

Lightweight materials, For better fuel economy & higher resale 
value
Every detail counts when it comes to improving your work and 
driving more money to your bottom line. Demers Ambulances are 
engineered to be as light and durable as possible so that you can 
carry the equipment you need while lowering fuel costs.

Anti-idling system, Up to 40% reduction in 
fuel and maintenance costs
Powered by the Demers Electronic Management 
System, the Demers ECOSmart system creates 
an intelligent, super-efficient anti-idling 
engine-an innovation that delivers 
automatic fuel savings of $1,500 to 
$2,000 a year, or a reduction in 
fuel consumption of over 40%. 
That means a reduction 
of almost 4.5 tonnes of 
CO2 emissions per 
vehicle per year. 



THE DEMERS DIFFERENCE
Never compromise. It’s our commitment to uphold unmatched industry standards for quality and 
safety. Our designs are more innovative. Our module is stronger. Our testing is more rigorous. 
Our ambulances are expertly crafted and designed for efficiency, providing the lowest total 
cost of ownership in the industry. That’s a big deal, especially when you consider all that 
our vehicles have to offer. So much rides on our reputation. But what matters most and 
always has since 1960 is the safety of those who ride within.

REQUEST A DEMO TODAY AT
DEMERS-AMBULANCES.COM

28 Richelieu,
Beloeil, QC, J3G 4N5, Canada
info@demers-ambulances.com

demers-ambulances.com
(800) 363-7591


